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Torteval
Scarecrow
Festival
Saturday 5th and
Sunday 6th August 2017
Hand-held home-made scarecrow competition,
open to all children
(not just those who live in Torteval)
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M
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Thanks to the continued support of the people of Torteval, our
event continues to be a great success.
Although it is possible that the major works to the Church tower
may still be in progress, the show must go on! To that end, we
hope that all our regular supporters will make scarecrows as usual,
but we particularly invite everybody living in the Parish to
display their scarecrows. We shall find a place to display your
scarecrow on the route for those who are not actually on the trail.

Fourteenth Torteval Scarecrow Festival
5th/6th August 2017
Registration Form for an entry on the Scarecrow Trail
Name ...............................................................................................................
Address ...........................................................................................................
Telephone .......................................................................................................
Email...............................................................................................................

The trail will be open from 10am to 5pm on Saturday and Sunday,
with disabled visitors driving around the trail from 6pm to 8pm.
Please feel free to take your scarecrow(s) in overnight but please
leave it/them out until 8pm so that disabled visitors may enjoy
them.
There will be a competition, which will be judged from 10am on
Saturday and prizes for first, second and third places will be
presented at 4:30pm on Sunday. There will also be prizes for the
funniest, most topical, most traditional and the people’s choice.
Please make your scarecrow (or family of crows!) as eye-catching
as possible. Scarecrows can be conventional ones on poles or
“Guy Fawkes” type. Scarecrows can stand, sit, hang, whatever
you like. They can be based on TV, cartoon, Disney characters, or
professions or even be modelled on your neighbour!
Whilst there are no strict rules about the design of scarecrows, the
organisers reserve the right not to admit entries, which may cause
offence or be considered inappropriate.

Name of my scarecrow(s) ...............................................................................
Please tick one of the following
I live on the route of the Scarecrow Trail
I do not live on the route of the Scarecrow Trail and require a space
I do not live on the route of the Scarecrow Trail, but have made
arrangements for my scarecrow(s) to be displayed at
…………………………………………………………….

Please return the completed form to the box at
Torteval Church by 28nd July
or scan and email this form to entries@torteval-scarecrows.org
Any questions, please contact
Sue Brooks - 268116
Ann Kirby - 263409
sue@torteval-scarecrows.org ann@torteval-scarecrows.org
All offers of help on either day would be very much appreciated.
It really is good fun!
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